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THE ASSEMBLY met at 2.00 p.m.
(THE SPEAKER in the Chair)
PRAY E R S
****
SPEAKER’S ANNOUNCEMENT
MADAM SPEAKER (MS KOKORWE): Order!
Order! Honourable Members, good afternoon. Before
we do questions, let me inform you that we have very
Honourable guests in our gallery. This is a delegation of
Senators from the United States of America who will be
observing our proceedings today. We have Senator Jeff
Flake, Senator Christopher Coons, Senator Ben Cardin
and Representative Adam Schiff. Those are our guests.
You are most welcome to our Parliament.

QUESTIONS FOR ORAL ANSWER
CRITERIA USED TO SELECT NGWAO
LETSHWAO GROUP TO REPRESENT
BOTSWANA IN NETHERLANDS
MR H. G. NKAIGWA (GABORONE NORTH):
asked the Minister of Youth, Sport and Culture:(i) to state the criteria used to select Ngwao Letshwao
Group to represent Botswana in the Netherlands;
(ii) how much Government spent on this group for the
trip;
(iii) how many times the group has been selected to
represent the country; and
(iv) to state the length of this trip and what is expected
to be achieved from this.
MINISTER OF YOUTH, SPORT AND CULTURE
(MR OLOPENG): Good afternoon Madam Speaker.
Good afternoon Honourable Members. Good afternoon
Honourable visitors from the States.
Madam Speaker, for this particular trip, the Ministry
of Youth, Sport and Culture (MYSC) did not nominate
Ngwao Letshwao group to go and represent Botswana
in the Netherlands. Ngwao Letshwao made its own
efforts and acquired sponsorship from other entities.
The government however did assist in part sponsorship
with travel expenses and living allowances and this
came to the tune of P498 675.75
Ngwao Letshwao was nominated once to represent
Botswana as they were winners in the 2013 President’s
Day competitions, in the Hosanna category.
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The trip was about two months. The benefits were
to expose Botswana’s culture to the international
community, for networking purposes, giving Botswana
artists exposure and for cultural exchange that
encourages mutual understanding and respect for each
other between nations.
Thank you Madam Speaker.
MR NKAIGWA: Supplementary. Thank you Madam
Speaker. Thank you Honourable Minister for the
positive response. I just want to appreciate Honourable
Minister that there is a national outcry by young people
all over Botswana due to lack of unfairness in terms
of the judges or in terms of the criteria that is used to
appoint judges for the President’s Day Competitions.
What are you doing Honourable Minister to address this
challenge? There is an organisation called Botswana
Association of Theatre Activists which initially was part
of the process of selecting judges for such competitions,
what is their position as we stand.
MR OLOPENG: Thank you Madam Speaker. Thank
you Honourable Member. Madam Speaker, we have few
queries from different regions and what we decided to
do this year is to move judges around districts to make
sure that judges will not judge within their districts to
avoid favours and so on. I thank you Madam Speaker.
MAJ. GEN. MOKGWARE: Supplementary. Thank
you Honourable Speaker. Honourable Minister, thank
you very much for sponsoring these youngsters but
there are a number of complaints. What sort of criteria
do you use to decide who to sponsor and who not to
sponsor because we have a lot of youth who also have
the intention to go outside of the country. They always
come to us and ask for some assistance and complain
that they are not being assisted by your Ministry. Can
you assist us with the guidelines which you use in order
to select which groups to sponsor and which ones not
to sponsor?
MR OLOPENG: Thank you Madam Speaker. Thank
you Honourable Member. Madam Speaker, we have
presidential competitions that we hold on annual
basis and we usually use that criterion by selecting or
assisting groups which have intentions to travel outside
the country and in this particular matter we used that
criteria to assist Ngwao Loshalaba because they have
been champions from 2013.
MR KESUPILE: Supplementary. Thank you Madam
Speaker. I just want the Minister to explain whether
Ngwao Loshalaba is no longer an association because I
hear him making reference to it as a group.
MR OLOPENG: Thank you Madam Speaker. Madam
Hansard No 182
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Speaker, Ngwao Loshalaba is an organisation but we
are discussing Ngwao Letshwao, not Ngwao Loshalaba.
Thank you Madam Speaker.
TARRING OF SHOROBE TO MABABE ROAD
MR K. MARKUS (MAUN EAST): asked the Minister
of Transport and Communications if he is aware that
tarred roads contribute to the development of tourism
and other economic activities; if so, when will the road
from Shorobe to Mababe, which is a tourist area, be
tarred.
MINISTER
OF
TRANSPORT
AND
COMMUNICATIONS (MR MABEO): Thank you
very much Madam Speaker and good afternoon to our
visitors and yourself.
Madam Speaker, my Ministry is aware that tarred
roads contribute to the development of tourism and
other economic activities. However, the tarring of the
Shorobe-Mababe road was not included in the current
development plan (NDP 10) and will be proposed for
tarring in future plans alongside other priority projects.
My Ministry has however outsourced its maintenance.
The road is being graded twice every month and was
last graded on the 11th February 2016.
I thank you Madam Speaker.
MR MARKUS: Supplementary. Honourable Minister, I
think we are all aware that tourism is the second income
earning sector of our country in terms of revenue and
you are still not in a position to say whether that road
will be tarred. My question is, do you not see Botswana
going down the drain in case our diamonds get finished.
Do you not think that we should hurry up and not wait
for NDP 11 for this? Do you not think there is a need
to go and look for money to tar this now and not wait
for NDP 11? The gravel road you are referring to that is
being graded every second month, I have to put it to you
that after every grading on the first day or the second
day there are potholes all over again, you cannot even
drive there. Tourists get stuck on that road almost every
day and they are getting annoyed because of this thing
here.
MR MABEO: Thank you very much Honourable
Member. I do appreciate and acknowledge that this
road is very important to tourism. Nonetheless, because
of constraints in the budget we could not do it even in
NDP 10. The second part of the question, of potholes
recurring on the road, like I said we have planned to be
grading this road every two months. I think Honourable
Member you should appreciate that we also have
shortage of graders and therefore we are going to stick
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to that period of twice every month. Thank you Madam
Speaker.
DR MMATLI: Supplementary. Thank you Madam
Speaker. Honourable Minister, given the importance
of tourism to the economy of this country and the
importance attached to it by the President in his State of
the Nation Speech, why have you not included this road
as part of ESP projects?
MINISTER
OF
TRANSPORT
AND
COMMUNICATIONS (MR MABEO): Thank
you very much Madam Speaker. I think Honourable
Member, you have to acknowledge that as a country we
have so many priorities, but amongst these priorities,
we still have to prioritize. That is why we have some
projects in ESP and others in NDP 11 and others not
even appearing anywhere. And that is why I am saying
this road will be considered alongside other priorities
going forward. Thank you, Madam Speaker.
RESIDENTS OF SEBELE FARMS DENIAL
ACCESS TO POVERTY ALLEVIATION
PROGRAMMES
MR H. G. NKAIGWA (GABORONE NORTH):
asked the Minister of Local Government and Rural
Development:(i) if he is aware that residents of Sebele Farms are
denied access to poverty alleviation programmes;
and
(ii) what is being done to assist these residents to
access such programmes.
ASSISTANT
MINISTER
OF
LOCAL
GOVERNMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT
(MR VAN DER WESTHUIZEN): Thank you Madam
Speaker. Madam Speaker, I am not aware that resident
of Sebele Farms have been denied access to Poverty
Eradication Programs. Sebele Farms area gets services
from Gaborone City Council, extension officers based
at Tsholofelo Service Centre. Records indicate that five
individuals residing at Sebele farms requested to be
considered for the program, and these were duly assessed
and were found not to meet the eligibility criteria. In
order to improve the accessibility of services, Gaborone
City Council has established Tsholofelo Service Centre
and appointed a Senior Officer to coordinate and service
the Service Centre. I believe Madam Speaker, that this
will enhance service delivery in the area. Thank you.
MR NKAIGWA: Supplementary. Honourable Minister,
have you satisfied yourself with the answer that you are
giving to this Parliament, and what makes you believe
that indeed the report you got from the authorities
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is actually correct? Because from the area; that I am
talking about the Sebele area, all those people have been
denied access to the Poverty Alleviation Programs, and
the question as I presented to you is actually correct. I
thought maybe you will undertake a study to the area to
find out why the City Council is refusing to assist those
people.
MR VAN DER WESTHUIZEN: If I was not satisfied
with the answer, I would not have responded in
Parliament, my Honourable Member of Parliament.
If there is anything that you feel I need to further
investigate, you are free to visit my office. Thank you.
MR KEORAPETSE: Further supplementary. Thank
you, Madam Speaker, thank you, Honourable Minister.
Are you implying that you will not follow the matter up
in light of what the Honourable Member is saying, that
the answer you have is incorrect, and that these people
are denied access to Poverty Eradication Programs? Are
you in a position to make an undertaking that you will
investigate the matter further or you will not because
you believe your answer to be correct?
MR VAN DER WESTHUIZEN: I have already
responded and said my door is open to the MP if there
is any other information that he can share with me, then
we probe further investigations.
POLICY REGARDING TREATMENT OF
JUNIOR POLICE OFFICERS IN KANYE WHO
RESIDE OFF CAMP
MR A. S. KESUPILE (KANYE SOUTH): asked the
Minister of Defence, Justice and Security if he is aware:(i) that Junior Police Officers in Kanye who reside
off camp have to cover their own costs for water,
power and rentals that are generally around
P1,000.00 a month, compared to those on camp
who get free housing, water and P200.00 for
power every month;
(ii) that the 15 per cent of salary as housing allowance,
30 per cent claim on water bill and 30 per cent
claim from P200.00 set for electricity and the
stoppage of the house upkeep allowance do not
help them afford a decent living; if so, to state the
policy regarding treatment of officers living off
camp and how these officers are made to enjoy a
level of comfort similar to that of others on camp.
MINISTER OF DEFENCE, JUSTICE AND
SECURITY (MR KGATHI): Thank you, Madam
Speaker, let me welcome our guest from the United
States. Madam Speaker, I have in my previous responses
to questions similar to this one indicated the challenges
of housing and accommodation for the Botswana Police
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Officers around the country and not only in Kanye.
The shortage of accommodation has resulted in many
Police officers living in rented accommodation and
paying rent. In recognition of this, the government has
through several directives introduced allowances meant
to alleviate living hardships experienced by concerned
officers. In particular, reference can be made to the
Public Service Management Directives No. 10 of 1997
and No. 18 of 1998 and No. 1 of 2008.
Madam Speaker, I would agree that in most cases the
said allowances which are paid to officers who stay
outside campuses do not adequately cover housing,
water and electricity bills. However, the allowances
indicated are subsidies, and were never to compensate
100 per cent the actual cost incurred. I am not aware of
any house upkeep allowance that was ever paid to any
member of the Police service.
Madam Speaker, every member of the Botswana
Police is treated equally, and in terms of comfort the
living conditions of officers inside and outside Police
campuses have their unique challenges. For example,
those living inside the campuses have to contend with
the shared accommodation. As I had indicated before, I
am working round the clock to obtain sufficient budget
for the construction of police housing several parts of
the country which alleviate to some extent problems
of living conditions experienced by Police Officers. I
thank you Madam Speaker.
MR KESUPILE: Supplementary. Thank you Madam
Speaker. I would have thought the Honourable Minister
will make reference to ESP coming to his aid at this
stage.
MR KGATHI: I do not think that is a question, it is just
a comment, but I do note what he is saying. And I have
said I am making an effort to assist in construction of
houses across the country.
DR. P. BUTALE: Supplementary. Thank you very much
Madam Speaker. My supplementary question is with
regards to the plans that the Minister has to alleviate this
problem. Are you aware that there are officers who have
been living in tents for five years, what are you doing to
alleviate this as a matter of urgency because they have
been serving this nation diligently for five years living
in tents?
MR KGATHI: Madam Speaker, I am saying I am
working round the clock to get sufficient funding in
order to construct housing across the country to assist
with accommodation for the Police, the Defence Force
and departments that fall under my Ministry.
Hansard No 182
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UPDATE ON TRANSITION OF ROADS
TRAINING CENTRE (RTC) TO BOTSWANA
INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY
DR P. BUTALE (GABORONE CENTRAL): asked
the Minister of Education and Skills Development:(i) whether her Ministry is on track with regard to
the scheduled transition of Roads Training Centre
(RTC) to Botswana International University of
Science and Technology;
(ii) if the deadline of 1st April, 2016 will be met; and
(iii) to inform this Honourable House on the process
of preparing RTC staff for the imminent move
through appropriate counselling.
Question 8 - Later date.
RE-OPENING OF MAUN NATIONAL PARK
MR K. MARKUS (MAUN EAST): asked the Minister
of Environment, Wildlife and Tourism if he is aware that
Maun National Park is closed for any economic activity;
if so, when will it be opened.
MINISTER OF ENVIRONMENT, WILDLIFE
AND TOURISM (MR T. S. KHAMA): Thank you
very much Madam Speaker, good afternoon. Madam
Speaker, Maun Wildlife Educational Park was initially
closed in 2011 due to high floods that submerged most
of the Park. Following the recession of the floods, the
Ministry took a decision to convert the Park into a
more viable business venture; including developing
a new management plan for the park that is business
oriented. The new management plan will inform the
activities and infrastructure requirements for the Park.
The consultations are currently on-going with Bogosi
and other stakeholders will be consulted in due course. I
thank you Madam Speaker.
MR MARKUS: Supplementary. Minister, are you
saying you want to give it to a private company or you
have decided to give it to a private company?
MR T. S. KHAMA: Thank you Madam Speaker. I did
not say it was going to a private company, what I did
say was that we are consulting stakeholders. Initially
Madam Speaker, the park had a management plan which
was developed. We then took it to Bogosi and other
stakeholders to have a look at it for their comments.
Subsequent to that, we have also made some other
adjustments, and once we have concluded with the
report, we will then present it to the stakeholders for
their comments. Thank you Madam Speaker.
IRREGULAR PAYMENT TO NYANISE
BUILDERS CONTRACTOR
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MR M. I. MOSWAANE (FRANCISTOWN WEST):
asked the Minister of Local Government and Rural
Development:(i) if he is aware that Nyanise Builders which was
engaged by the North East District to build a
workshop has long completed the project but the
contractor has not been paid after more than five
(5) years; and
(ii) why the contractor continues to be paid in
instalments.
ASSISTANT
MINISTER
OF
LOCAL
GOVERNMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT
(MR VAN DER WESTHUIZEN): Madam Speaker,
contrary to the statement that Nyanise Builders has
not been paid after more than five years, I can confirm
that the North East District Council paid the contractor
P1 711 325.44 for work done on the construction of a
workshop in Masunga.
The project was awarded to Nyanise Builders in
January 2006 at a contract sum of P1 422 501.00. On
completion of the project in July 2008, Council had paid
the contractor P1 676 279.75; the difference being the
additional money paid for variations that had been made
during the course of the contract. However, subsequent
to receiving this final payment, Nyanise Builders
raised a dispute over the payment. The Council and
the contractor then entered into protracted discussions
which culminated in a joint re-measurement of the
works being undertaken on the 10th February, 2012. In
resolving the dispute, it was concluded that an amount
of P23 195.28 was owing to the contractor and this
amount was duly paid on the 27th May, 2014.
Madam Speaker, on making that payment, my Ministry
through the North East District Council concluded
the final account for Nyanise Builders in the amount
of P1 711 325.44 and the matter was taken as closed.
Thank you.
MR MOSWAANE: Supplementary. Honourable
Minister, I understand you very well. Did the contractor
sign the consent or agreement to show that he agrees
when the accounts were closed or they did this to satisfy
themselves only, because it seems like this was done
outside an agreement Honourable Member. Thank you.
MR VAN DER WESTHUIZEN: That detail Madam
Speaker, I cannot confirm right now. I will have to go
back and get that information.
MR MOSWAANE: Supplementary. Minister why
does it seem like you will have to go and confirm all
everything? I suspect that they did not furnish you with
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all the information and this can only mean that there is
still an argument up to this stage.
MR VAN DER WESTHUIZEN: The question asked
was about the payments that were delayed to Nyanise
Builders and through my answer, I have responded
adequately to the payments and not to the detail of the
contract.
UPDATE ON THE APPLICATIONS FOR SMALL
STOCK UNDER LIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT
AND INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME IN CHOBE CONSTITUENCY
MR M. R. SHAMUKUNI (CHOBE): asked the
Minister of Agriculture:(i) if he is aware that there are people in the Chobe
Constituency who applied for small stock under
the Livestock Management and Infrastructure
Development Programme as far back as 2012 and
had their applications approved, yet they have not
received anything up to now;
(ii) to explain why such an undesirable situation is
happening; and
(iii) when these beneficiaries will get their small
stock.
MINISTER OF AGRICULTURE (MR RALOTSIA):
Thank you very much Madam Speaker and greetings
to our colleagues from the United States. Also to
congratulate Honourable Davids for wearing so smartly
today, remembering…
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Applause)…
MR RALOTSIA: Madam Speaker, I am aware that
a total of 32 applications for small stock in Chobe
Constituency under Livestock Management and
Infrastructure Development Programme were approved
in 2012 and all were assisted. However, in 2013, 92
applications were approved with 16 implemented but
76 remaining, while 63 of the 76 were implemented in
2014. A further 238 applications were approved in 2015,
making a total of 251 still waiting to be implemented.
The delay in implementation is because the district has
shortage of small stock to supply all the applicants at
once. This shortage was aggravated by the outbreak of
senkobo (contagious ecthyma) in small stock in Chobe
district. My Ministry is bulk buying small stock from
other districts to meet the demands of applicants.
In the financial year 2016/17, my Ministry will again
bulk buy small stock to supply the beneficiaries.
Thank you very much Madam Speaker.

QUESTION WITHOUT NOTICE
ACTING FOR SECONDED OFFICERS
MR W. B. MMOLOTSI (FRANCISTOWN SOUTH):
asked the Minister for Presidential Affairs and Public
Administration whether officers on secondment to other
Government Departments can act on senior positions at
those departments ahead of full time officers who are
even senior to them.
ASSISTANT MINISTER FOR PRESIDENTIAL
AFFAIRS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (MR
MAKGALEMELE): Madam Speaker, consideration
for acting appointment is normally based on possession
of the requisite qualifications and competencies for
substantive appointment to a higher position. This
is derived from General Order 14.10, which states
that “No officer shall be appointed to act in a vacant
post unless he is qualified in terms of the Scheme of
Service for substantive appointment to that post unless
the Director consents to such acting appointment.”
Therefore, officers on secondment to other Government
Departments can act on senior positions if they possess
the requisite qualifications and competencies for
substantive appointment to such positions.
In some instances, senior officers already in the
Department may belong to a different career path and
hence not eligible to act in the vacant positions. I thank
you Madam Speaker.

QUESTION WITHOUT NOTICE
STATUS OF SEOPOSENGWE ROAD NEAR
BOATLE
MR S. O. S. RANTUANA (RAMOTSWA): asked the
Minister of Transport and Communications:(i) why it has taken so long for the road at
Seoposengwe near Boatle to be repaired;
(ii) how many accidents occurred on this road during
the Christmas holidays and after;
(iii) why there is no illumination at the road works
site;
(iv) which company was awarded the tender; and
(v) whether tarring of the detour was included in the
tender; if so, why is the detour not tarred as the
gravel damages peoples’ vehicles.
MINISTER
OF
COMMUNICATIONS
Speaker,

TRANSPORT
(MR MABEO):

AND
Madam

(i) My Ministry is aware that this road has taken more
time than planned. We are talking about the road
Hansard No 182
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near Boatle at Seoposengwe. The road section on
A1 road at Seoposengwe started in November
2015 and was due for completion in January 2016.
Delay in reconstructing of this section is due to
under performance by the contractor.
(ii) Madam Speaker, the accident statistics obtained
from Botswana Police for this section of the road
for a period between Christmas holidays and after
is Nine (9) in total. There was no Fatal or Serious
accident recorded. There was one (1) minor
accident with two (2) minor injuries.
(iii) Madam Speaker, there is no illumination in this
area, however adequate signage have been placed
to give information to the motorists.
(iv) The project was awarded to JWR Civils (Pty)
Ltd as an extension or variation of the BoatleMmankgodi Reseal Project.
(v) Madam Speaker, tarring of the detour was not
included in the tender as these works were
expected to be completed within a short time.
Due to the challenges that we have with the contractor,
we have resolved to terminate the contract and procure
an alternative contractor to complete the remaining
works which are estimated to take four (4) weeks.
In the meantime a grader and a water bowser have been
deployed to site to grade the bypass regularly. I thank
you, Madam Speaker.
MR RANTUANA: Supplementary. Thank you, Madam
Speaker. Thank you Honourable Minister. By nine
accidents, do you mean those which have been reported
to the police or not? Secondly, if there was illumination
in this area, could the number of accidents happened have
been reduced, why would we do signage and not light it
so that motorists could see from afar. The last question is;
if you do not tar the detour on a busy A1 road, what is the
problem? What is it that is keeping you from doing it?
MR MABEO: Thank you, Madam Speaker. Let me start
with the last question why we did not tar the detour. The
funds used to do that stretch of about 300 metres were
the savings from the main contract; that was the resealing
of Boatle-Mmankgodi road. Therefore because of limited
savings, we could only manage to tar that stretch but not
the detour.
As to the number of accidents Madam Speaker, the
numbers that I have here are the ones that we collected
from Botswana Police and these are official numbers.
I am very sorry Madam Speaker, I missed the third one.
There were too many questions, if you allow him Madam
just to …
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QUESTION WITHOUT NOTICE
MR RANTUANA: if there was much light on that road,
would it have not reduced the road accidents that have
been reported by Honourable Tsogwane?
MR MABEO: Thank you very much Honourable
Member for that clarification. Like I said in my response,
we have put up signage and these are reflective signage.
So I suppose you are talking about night time just to
ensure that the drivers are aware that there is construction
on-going. So during the night the headlights of course
when they shine on these signs, the signs are reflective
like I am saying. Therefore the drivers are able to notice
that there is construction on-going. Thank you, Madam
Speaker.
MAJ. GEN. MOKGWARE: Supplementary. Thank you
very much. Honourable Minister, I heard you very well
that the road is not completed due to underperformance
by the respective contractor and you have also terminated
the contract. Apart from terminating the contract, what are
other measures which you have undertaken like payments
for delaying or for not completing in the stipulated
contract time?
MR MABEO: Thank you very much, Madam Speaker.
Like I have said in my answer here, I have said because of
the underperformance of the contractor, we have decided
to terminate but in the meantime, we have to source
another contractor who we can engage to actually go and
complete the works. But what I can tell you Honourable
Member is that as far as payments are concerned from the
briefing that I got from my officials, the contractor has
been paid for the work that he did. Thank you, Madam
Speaker.
MAJ. GEN. MOKGWARE: He did not respond to my
question. I mean usually in these sorts of contracts there
are penalties, right? There are certain penalties which are
put there in the contract, were there no penalties put there
in this particular contract?
MR MABEO: Thank you very much, Madam Speaker.
One of the penalties Honourable Major General
Mokgware is termination and we are pursuing that option.
Thank you very much Madam Speaker.

TABLING OF PAPER
The following papers were tabled:
STATUTORY INSTRUMENT NO. 88 OF 2015:
SOUTH EAST DISTRICT COUNCIL (NOISE
AND NUISANCE) (AMENDMENT) BYE-LAWS,
2015.
(Minister of Local Government and Rural
Development)

Thursday 18thFebruary, 2016

QUESTION WITHOUT NOTICE

STATUTORY INSTRUMENT NO. 111 OF 2015:
KGALAGADI DISTRICT COUNCIL (STAND
PIPES) BYE-LAWS (REVOCATION) ORDER,
2015.

MADAM SPEAKER: I will have to go to the office to
investigate this. We cannot debate here. I have not seen
it. I will discuss with my Deputy later; if you say you
have given it to him.

(Minister of Local Government and Rural
Development)

HONOURABLE MEMBER: Since he is here, can he
not explain?

STATUTORY INSTRUMENT NO. 112 OF 2015:
GABORONE CITY COUNCIL (PARKING
GROUNDS) BYE-LAWS, 2015.

MADAM SPEAKER: No! That is not the procedure.
He cannot explain anything.

(Minister of Local Government and Rural
Development)
MADAM SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Molao.
DR P. BUTALE: On a point of order. Thank you very
much Madam Speaker. I seek your indulgence to raise a
matter of concern to us as the Opposition. I have since
noticed a Question Without Notice and I am wondering
why it is not on the Order Paper and this question is
with regard to the massive rally that we held on Sunday
which has not yet been aired on the National Broadcaster
despite it being covered. I spoke to the Minister and he
was ready to answer the question. I think with your
indulgence, this is a serious matter. People are asking
questions and wondering what is happening. I think we
need to provide room for the answer to be provided to
this House.
MADAM SPEAKER: Honourable Butale, that is news
to me. I have just asked the Clerk if she has received
and maybe not shown it to me, but she says she has
not received it. Honourable Chikanda too is saying he
has not seen it. So, I do not know whom you handed
it to. It is not wrong to come to my office to tell me,
but the questions you are asking here are out of order.
I have an office which you have access to. You always
come to it. If you have a problem, this is not the place.
The Clerk is saying she has not received the question. I
have just asked her. We have not received your question
Honourable Member.
DR P. BUTALE: Further point of order. Thank you
very much Madam Speaker. I wonder if all those offices
that you just enumerated saying they have not seen the
question, I do not know whether the suggestion is that
if I submitted to your Deputy, then I should then be
moving from one office to the other to submit the same.
I think I would have thought it will suffice to simply
submit to one office. The reason why I am raising this
is because I have given allowance of days and I thought
it would have come by now and think it is quite unfair
for us for it to be Thursday and this has not aired and
nothing has been said to the nation.

MR MANGOLE: On a point of order. Madam Speaker,
I hear your response to Honourable Butale`s issue.
Madam Speaker, we take this matter very serious and
I believe you do too, so it would be better if you can
adjourn Parliament for ten minutes to confer with your
Deputy since he is here. We do not take kindly to the
response you are giving that you will discuss it later.
That is our plea.
MADAM SPEAKER: Honourable Members, we
will discuss this issue at the office. We will have to sit
down at the office and find out what happened. I do not
agree that we should adjourn. When we finish here, I
will check what happened to the question if it has been
submitted.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
MADAM SPEAKER: Who is asking for point of
order?
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Pastor Nkaigwa.
MADAM SPEAKER: Pastor? Who is Pastor?
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Apostle…
MADAM SPEAKER: Is it you?
HONOURABLE MEMBER: … (Inaudible)…
MADAM SPEAKER: You released the button before
I could see who you are. You should press until I see.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: …(Inaudible)…
MADAM SPEAKER: Okay, go on.
MR NKAIGWA: On a point of order. Thank you Madam
Speaker. I believe this is a very serious issue and it is not
the first one. Since the beginning of this week, I have
been standing on a point of order complaining about
questions which we submit at your office and they are
personalised or they are blocked to come to Parliament
and thereafter we are called to the office. It is not right.
Like Honourable Members proposed, we can adjourn so
that we can go and find out why this question is blocked
from coming to Parliament. That is very important to
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Parliament and it will help us clear the suspicions that
we have. Thank you.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Procedure.
MADAM SPEAKER: Order! No! I am still on the floor
to answer the question. Honourable Members, I have
said I will discuss this matter at the office. Honourable
Nkaigwa you are comparing two different things. That
is not right because even yesterday I called you and
you said you were somewhere waiting for Honourable
Mmolotsi. I called you so that you come to my office to
discuss your question. I even asked what Honourable
Mmolotsi had to do with the question and you said you
will come to my office today in the morning. I waited
for you and I even said it at the funeral that I attended
that I am expecting Honourable Nkaigwa at my office.
So when people went to the cemetery, I came back
to the office. I waited for you. You are talking like a
dishonourable person to be comparing this issue and
what we talked about yesterday. I did not just wait; I
even called to remind you. So please, do not compare
things that are different. That was number 1.
Number 2, we are not adjourning Honourable Members.
I have made a ruling that we are not adjourning. I will
investigate this matter when I get to the office. The Clerk
here said she has not received the question and another
officer who is also part of the Clerk’s at the table also
denied having seen the question, so I will investigate
when we finish here. But we cannot adjourn. I have
made a ruling; we are proceeding with the business of
the House for this afternoon.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order Madam
Speaker!

APPROPRIATION (2016/2017) BILL,
2016 (NO. 1 OF 2016)
Second Reading
(Resumed Debate)

MADAM SPEAKER: Honourable Keorapetse I am
looking at Standing Order 60 and if you can continue
calling for point of Order I will send you out using this
very Standing order.
MR MAELE: I thank you Madam Speaker, yesterday
when I started debating I was trying to point out the
challenges that Honourable Matambo is faced with. It
is clear that the speech was prepared by a responsible
somebody who knew what he was doing. Yesterday I
said there is a huge difference between his speech and
the one by Leader of the Opposition.
In the other speech you will realise that the person knew
what he was saying while on the other the writer was just
clueless. I indicated that in the Leader of Opposition’s
speech there are so many things that are not true. There
is also what the likes of Honourable Phenyo Butale
could explain better called plagiarism. If you read
Paragraph 19 of the Leader of the Opposition’s speech,
I would like to reveal his ignorance in the education
sector Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT MINISTER FOR PRESIDENTIAL
AFFAIRS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
(MR MAKGALEMELE): Clarification. I thank you
Honourable Member, you are handling it so well. I just
wanted you to explain the meaning of plagiarism in
Setswana so that we understand.
MR MAELE: I thank you Madam Speaker, plagiarism,
is when you do not acknowledge the source of
information.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Inaudible)…
MR MAELE: Yes I am going there.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Ke go kopa (it is
copying).

MADAM SPEAKER: I said they are still discussing
that issue. I have ruled that I am closing the Point of
Order that is related to the issue that was raised by
Honourable Nkaigwa. So continue.

MR MAELE: Basically it means to copy, the text as it
is. I trust that since Honourable Keorapetse was once
a teacher he used the word more often. I would like to
quote Paragraph 19 in the Leader of Opposition’s speech,
he said, “we reject the impression being aggressively
cultivated and reinforced that children in the regions
stretching from the southern tip of the Kgalagadi to the
northern tip of the Okavango are poor performers. Their
situation is manmade; it is under investment and capital
misallocation of the current government that we have
condemned the children of these areas to life and future
hopelessness.”

MR MAELE: Madam Speaker when I started debating
yesterday…

I would like to indicate that what was said by the Leader
of Opposition is not the truth. If you look at the Ministry

MADAM SPEAKER: When the House adjourned
yesterday, Honourable Maele was on the floor and he
was left with 24 minutes and 6 seconds.
MINISTER OF LANDS AND HOUSING (MR
MAELE): Thank you Madam Speaker, yesterday…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order!
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of Education and Skills Development’s report, the areas
that he is talking about out of ten regions, some of
them did well. I picked Chobe; if you look at primary
results…
MAJ. GEN. MOKGWARE: On a point of order.
Thank you very much Madam Speaker, I thought the
Honourable Minister was going to say something that
makes sense. Maybe if he could quote the report that he
is talking about and where in the report he got the quote.
I think that would help us.
MADAM SPEAKER: Yes Honourable Member you
are telling the truth.
MR MAELE: I thank you Madam Speaker, thank you
so much Honourable Member. It is a review report of
the 2015/2015 results dated 15th February 2016. It was
given to us, that is if you were present in the Parliament
Sir. In this report; it is showing that out of ten regions
in the primary schools Chobe was number three in the
regions at 71.8 per cent. If you go to Junior Secondary
Schools Chobe again, out of ten regions got position
five.
You will then realise that it did better than neighbouring
areas like Central, Kweneng and Kgatleng. He was
actually of the view that those in the remote areas are
the ones that are not doing well. This is why I am saying
they just want to criticise and blame it on other people.
MR ARONE: Clarification. Honourable Minister that
is a very interesting observation, can you then help us
to appreciate the trend, are we not supposed to talk
about the report that you are referring to about what
has been happening? Whether you are talking about the
qualitative part of it or the quantitative part of it?
MR MAELE: I thank you Madam Speaker, thank
you so much Honourable Member. Here I am talking
about A, B, C, I thought you would understand whether
it is qualitative or quantitative because you were once
a teacher. I believe that it is quality not quantity and I
am only going to talk about A,B,C because they are the
ones which will tell whether Chobe did well on these
results, both in JC and Primary. Even though you are
saying these things are manmade because the students
did not have access to services and so forth. That is what
I wanted to prove and the other thing that I wanted to
prove Madam Speaker is…
DR MMATLI: On a point of order. Thank you Madam
Speaker, I think the Honourable Minister has indicated
that Leader of the Opposition had plagiarised, and he
went on to quote from something, I thought he was
demonstrating plagiarism. I do not hear any plagiarism
that he has demonstrated here. I think if he is not going

to demonstrate and illustrate, he must withdraw his
statement. Thank you very much.
MADAM SPEAKER: Honourable Dr Mmatli I thought
he was taking that route because he is explaining that
and giving out the results.
MR MAELE: Thank you Madam Speaker…
MR KHAN: On a point of order. Thank you Madam
Speaker. The order that I stand on is that the Leader
of the Opposition spoke on the 4th of February in this
House. He is quoting from a document that he says it
was produced on the fifteenth of February. So how does
the Leader of Opposition then plagiarise something that
was produced after he spoke?
MADAM SPEAKER: At first I thought he was quoting
from the Leader of the Opposition’s speech. Now he has
gone to the report of the results, let us wait. Why are you
so impatient? Allow him to speak.
MINISTER OF LANDS AND HOUSING (MR
MAELE): I am going to deal with them; I am going to
demonstrate plagiarism
MAJ. GEN. MOKGWARE: On a point of order.
Thank you Madam Speaker. I think it would definitely
not be in order, what came first, was it the Leader of
the Opposition’s Speech or the report? We should bear
in mind that the Leader of the Opposition was talking
about the trend, not one time, over time, so we should
not mislead this House and the public in general. So
can the Honourable Minister indicate the date when the
speech was made and the date on which the report was
made.
MADAM SPEAKER: I am sure he can do that.
MR MAELE: Honourable Members should just relax
and let me explain these issues to them. I have said
that the Leader of the Opposition has been dishonest
and he has even plagiarized. Let me demonstrate why I
am saying he was not being honest about what he said.
Madam Speaker, the results that I am talking about are
from last year but just like I said yesterday; these people
do not research, the Preliminary Report came before,
and you did not look at it. There is another report that
came before which is also about the results. This is just
a summary of all that has happened. If you cannot do
some research, then leave it to me to instill you with
information. I am talking about issues from last year;
this report that I am referring to and have all these
contents comes from the same report, which was done
prior to the speech.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: … (Inaudible)…
MADAM SPEAKER: Order Honourable Members!
Hansard No 182
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MR MAELE: I will now look at plagiarism. The reason
a person like Honourable Khan is looking so petrified
is because they do not understand what we mean by
plagiarism but I will demonstrate to him. Madam
Speaker, I was just trying to demonstrate that what he
said is not the truth and try to point out where the truth
is.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Clarification.
MR MAELE: Let us look at plagiarism which they
are waiting for. I am going to demonstrate that to
them so that others can learn from them. When we
talk about plagiarism Madam Speaker; I am going to
go to paragraph 92 of the Honourable Leader of the
Opposition response. I am asking for permission to
quote Madam Speaker.
MADAM SPEAKER: Quote.
MR MAELE: He says “we would significantly
accelerate and expand efforts to provide serviced plots
at reasonable price, especially for first time property
owners. In particular, we would propose an additional
P700 million to purchase more land to embark on Public
Private Partnerships for servicing of those land parcels
in order to make more land available for the housing
needs of a larger number of Batswana.”
Now let us go to the Land Policy and read paragraph
80 of the Land Policy that is where I am talking about
plagiarism. He copied exactly what we said and put it
here. Can I be allowed to quote the Land Policy Madam
Speaker?
MADAM SPEAKER: Quote.
MR MAELE: “It is desirable that all land be serviced
before allocation to ensure constant delivery of serviced
land. Government will continue to encourage and
expand private sector participation in land servicing and
delivery in all areas of the country.” He just took this
from the Land Policy and placed it in here. That is what
I refer to as plagiarism.
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that passage were not even aware that there is that part
in the Land Policy. To suggest that it is plagiarism is
a great insult. In fact in other countries plagiarism is a
crime. I would like to kindly request that he withdraws
those words. It is absolute insult.
MADAM SPEAKER: Honourable Minister, do they
read the same word for word? I did not catch you well
when you read the other one. Plagiarism is when you
have taken it word for word.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Inaudible.
MADAM SPEAKER: I am still talking, listen! I want
to know whether he took it word for work. Thank you.
MR MAELE: Madam Speaker, if this word is going to
cause chaos then I will replace it with the word copy. He
has copied from the Land Policy and placed it in here. In
fact I was going to come to the writers of this thing but
because Honourable Gaolathe has already declared that
he is one of them, I will exercise caution.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Procedure.
MR MAELE: He copied what we said in the Land
Policy.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Procedure.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Procedure.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Procedure.
MINISTER OF DEFENCE, JUSTICE AND
SECURITY (MR KGATHI): On a point of procedure.
Madam Speaker, the point of procedure that I stand
on is that, if a document has legally been published
and passed in this Parliament, any extract from that
document whether in full or part …
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: … (Murmurs)...

HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.

MR KGATHI: Listen to the explanation of plagiarism.

HONOURABLE MEMBER: Procedure.

HONOURABLE MEMBERS: … (Murmurs)...

HONOURABLE MEMBERS: … (Murmurs)...

MR KGATHI: Listen! Listen! Whether in part…

HONOURABLE MEMBER: Procedure.

HONOURABLE MEMBERS: … (Murmurs)…

MR GAOLATHE: Thank you Madam Speaker. While
I appreciate the Minister’s liberty to exercise intellectual
gymnastics, I wish to indicate that it is actually an insult
to suggest that somebody has plagiarised. I happen to
have been part of the team that actually prepared the
speech. I can confirm to you that, the people who inserted

MR KGATHI: EFF, listen!
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HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order is above
point of procedure.

plagiarism in Setswana is go kopa, so he cannot replace.
I think Madam Speaker, he must withdraw immediately.

MR KGATHI: I was saying Madam Speaker…

HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order, Madam
Speaker.

HONOURABLE MEMBER: Procedure. There is no
plagiarism.
MR KGATHI: I was saying if a document has legally
officially been published, any extract from there must
be acknowledged otherwise it is plagiarism. Plagiarism
can be to copy in whole or to copy the concept of what
is said in there because there is no originality.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
MADAM SPEAKER: Honourable Minister, can I have
a look at those documents?
MR MAELE: yes, I am still…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: no, we have understood
them Madam Speaker.
MR MAELE: As the word plagiarism seems to be
causing some chaos, I was suggesting that if possible
be replaced by the word copy which in Setswana is
‘go kopisa’. In Setswana to copy which this individual
has done, is straight forward. It is okay, I will take out
plagiarism I do not have a problem.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
MADAM SPEAKER: Honourable Minister, you are
basically replacing English word with the Setswana
word, it is the same thing.
MR MAELE: Yes Madam, if one is doing his math this
side…
DR MMATLI: Procedure. Thank you Madam Speaker.
I as a matter of fact have dealt with issues of plagiarism,
and I have been involved in the process of throwing
people out of the University of Botswana because they
had plagiarised, and we had cautioned them, I know
what plagiarism is. I have listened to the Honourable
Member when he was reading the first document, and
when he read the second document, these two are
totally different. Plagiarism is when you take word
for word and you do not even acknowledge, and you
do not put up any inverted commas. So, these two are
different. If he had accused the Leader of Opposition for
paraphrasing, then we would take him on, but it would
be better. He has not even paraphrased anything because
these are two different statements that do not have any
relationship with one another at all. I think the Minister
must do the honourable thing and withdraw. And he
cannot even replace this word with to copy because he
was asked to define plagiarism in Setswana, and he said

MADAM SPEAKER: No, wait, Honourable Minister,
I said bring it here so that I can see because they are
claiming it is false, I want to see if it is word for word.
Clerk can you go and fetch it from the Minister?
MR MAELE: Madam Speaker, I did not say this is
word for word, I said the contents of this speech were
copied from the Land Policy, I am saying he is saying
exactly what is in the Land Policy, that is what I am
trying to demonstrate. But I said for purposes of peace,
I will withdraw plagiarism with copy because if you
passed someone’s thoughts as your own then that is
copying, that is what I am saying. So there is no need
for you to check word for word. I am basically saying
he copied; I am actually going to demonstrate what he
copied again Madam Speaker.
MINISTER OF AGRICULTURE (MR RALOTSIA):
Point of order. Thank you very much Madam Speaker.
I want to expand to the definition of plagiarism, this
is from Webster’s English Dictionary and ‘all of the
following are considered plagiarism,
1.Turning in someone else’s work as your own,
2.Copying words or ideas from someone else without
giving credit, (which is what has happened),
3.Failing to put a quotation in quotation marks,
4.Giving incorrect information about a source of a
quotation,
5.Changing words but copying the sentence structure
of a source without giving credit,
6.Copying so many words or ideas from a source that
makes …(interruptions) … of your work whether
you give credit or not’. Madam Speaker, the Land
Policy was tabled in this House, and no Honourable
Member can claim to be ignorant of the contents of
the Land Policy, and come and paraphrase it and
claim that it is original. I thank you.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Procedure, Madam
Speaker.
MADAM SPEAKER: No, just wait. You too can read
from the dictionary and define plagiarism because I
have it here and have been reading it.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: … (Murmurs)…
MR GAOLATHE: Procedure. Madam Speaker, the
claim made by the Minister is a travesty, absolute
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travesty. Honourable Boko having studied at an IV
Institution, called Harvard University, myself …
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: … (Murmurs) …
MR GAOLATHE: Let me finish. Myself also having
studied at an institution which is an IV Institution, when
somebody makes a claim like this, they are actually
entitled to write to these institutions and request that
our degrees be withdrawn because there has been
plagiarism. That is how serious it is. So, if the Minister
feels that what he is saying is true, then he should make
such a submission to those institutions. But if he is not
going to do that then, he must withdraw and actually
apologise.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Procedure.
MADAM SPEAKER: No.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Madam Speaker...
MADAM SPEAKER: Just wait, I am still addressing
him. Honourable Members, I have been listening to the
definition of the word plagiarism and I too have it here,
it states; plagiarised and goes on to…
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: … (Murmurs) …
MADAM SPEAKER: Listen to me, why have you
turned them on while I am still talking? …‘Take and use
the thoughts, writings, inventions, etcetera of another
person as one’s own’’. I mean we are talking about
plagiarism, he was talking about plagiarism, at first I
thought you meant he took word for word but then at
the end I hear that he did not take word for word. Rather
he took his thoughts and passed them as his own and
wrote them in his own words. Therefore in that regard
we proceed…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Procedure.
MADAM SPEAKER: No, we are proceeding.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: We cannot because it is
wrong.
MADAM SPEAKER: No, we are proceeding.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Procedure Madam
Speaker.
MADAM SPEAKER: No, the dictionary which
Honourable Ralotsia was reading from has explained…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: No, let me remind you,
Madam Speaker.
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MADAM SPEAKER: Dictionary in front of me also
defines the word. I mean I am not disputing that there
were just his ideas but now there are the same as those
ones.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
MADAM SPEAKER: No.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
MADAM SPEAKER: No, we are proceeding
Honourable Members.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Elucidation, Madam
Speaker.
MADAM SPEAKER: Proceed Honourable Minister.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: No, you made a ruling
Madam Speaker, we want to study the paragraphs. You
made a ruling …
HONOURABLE MEMBER: You are right.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: I will beat them up.
MADAM SPEAKER: When I made a ruling earlier,
in fact it was not a ruling, I asked him to bring it so that
I can see it right? But then I saw that it is not word for
word what he is quoting, he says Honourable Boko used
the ideas which are in the Land Policy, he is not saying
he took word for word, therefore he is saying…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
MADAM SPEAKER: Hey! I am still talking. He
explained that it is the reason he is saying that it is
plagiarism. He used that word and it appears that he
used it correctly. Please continue Honourable Minister.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order!
HONOURABLE MEMBER: No, no, no, no.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
MR MAELE: Madam Speaker, thank you so much. I
have intentions as Honourable Gaolathe explained, to
write to the schools that they attended and inform them
that these people are plagiarising. I have intentions. So
I am going to continue on the basis that the Leader of
the Opposition and those who wrote his speech have
plagiarised. Not only that Madam Speaker, if you go
to Paragraph 74 that talks of special investors, he has
plagiarised again. If you read Paragraph 109 in his
speech that talks about foreign investors, you will
discover that he took our ideas as they are on Paragraph
74. So therefore Madam Speaker, my belief is that, all
these people know is to plagiarise only. So I am going to
continue using the word plagiarism.
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Let me go further Madam Speaker and show that when
I talk of…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: There is no plagiarism,
the Minister is lying.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
MR MAELE: Hey! I wish these debates were televised.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Procedure Madam
Speaker.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: We want to prove that.
MR MAELE: I shall continue Madam Speaker.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Procedure Madam
Speaker.
MR MAELE: As you saw on Paragraph 109, he says,
“We would make it possible for all investors, foreign
and local; to secure land”.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of procedure.
MADAM SPEAKER: Continue Honourable Minister.
MR MAELE: I wanted to show where he deduced it
from the Land Policy. In the Land Policy, if you go to
Paragraph 74 that talks about special investors, we said,
“The Government is desirous to ensure that foreign
direct investment opportunities are created. Support
for foreign direct investment will however not be at the
exclusion of the domestic investment.”
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …Banging of tables…
MR MAELE: Therefore Madam Speaker, when you
read that one and you read his you can see that it is
plagiarism. So in that connection, I believe that we
should not bother about the Leader of the Opposition’s
speech because this is all plagiarism. We might just as
well throw it away. If you read three paragraphs by the
Leader of the Opposition that I mentioned you will see
that he plagiarised and yet I am prevented from saying
anything about it. Madam Speaker, I will continue on
saying that because I believe that, it is the right thing.
Let us go to Economic Stimulus Programme (ESP)
Madam Speaker. Madam Speaker, when I talk of the
ESP I believe that…

meaning they got him in English and so I got them
today. When it comes to the ESP Madam Speaker, we
heard the Opposition bench denouncing the ESP. I am
here to show that ESP is real and the other day I was
in Machaneng showing some of the results of the ESP.
We were showing what we are going to be doing as the
Ministry of Lands and Housing. I want to ascertain to the
Honourable Members that side of the aisle that, ESP is
real and that every ministry has got a role to play within
the ESP. As the Ministry of Lands and Housing, we
have indicated that we are going to service 37 000 plots.
We also showed that we are going to build 4 481 houses
in the country. Those are some of the things that we are
going to do that indicate that ESP is real. ESP is not only
happening in Botswana. ESP Madam Speaker…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order Madam
Speaker.
MR MAELE: He has crossed the floor.
MADAM SPEAKER: Honourable Arone, what you
are doing is wrong.
MR MAELE: He has crossed the floor Madam Speaker.
MADAM SPEAKER: Honourable Sergeant-at-Arms,
can you do something there. Remove him from the
House. He has crossed the floor, remove him.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Madam Speaker, this is
wrong. What you are doing is wrong.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: They switched off our
mikes and they make us to listen to this nonsense, no.
MADAM SPEAKER: You wanted a definition of the
word plagiarism and I gave it.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: What you are doing is
wrong.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order. What
you are doing Madam Speaker is wrong.
MADAM SPEAKER: Proceed Honourable Minister.
MR MAELE: Madam Speaker, let me continue.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …Banging of tables…

MR MAELE: Yes! I have got you today. Let us talk
about the ESP Madam Speaker. I have got them today.

HONOURABLE MEMBER: Madam Speaker, you
have suspended the rules of this House, switch on our
mikes so that we can converse with you. We want to
converse with the Speaker of this House, if you are not
going to…

HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …Banging of tables…

HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …Banging of tables…

MR MAELE: There is this one song by an artist called
Mpharanyane, and it has those words “ba mo tshwere,”

HONOURABLE MEMBER: Hey! What are doing
Honourable Davids, you will break the table.

HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Inaudible)…
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HONOURABLE MEMBER: Madam Speaker, our
microphones are off.
MADAM SPEAKER: Are their microphones off?
HONOURABLE MEMBER: You have put them off.
MADAM SPEAKER: I have checked and I have been
told that there are no technical issues.

HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order, Madam
Speaker!

HONOURABLE MEMBER: They are off Madam
Speaker.

MR MAELE: I pointed out that if you consider
Honourable Matambo’s speech…

MADAM SPEAKER: It is because you were all
pressing them at the same time.

HONOURABLE MEMBER: Madam Speaker, point
of order! Point of order, Madam Speaker!

HONOURABLE MEMBER: Madam Speaker, you
are not being fair because you instruct your people to
switch off our microphones. That is not proper. It is not
right.
MADAM SPEAKER: Listen, I have just been told that
if a large number of you press your microphones it can
disturb others.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: No, Madam Speaker, it
is deliberate.
MADAM SPEAKER: Please continue Honourable
Minister.
MR MAELE: Thank you Madam Speaker. Thank you
so much. Let me continue Madam Speaker.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: You cannot proceed
before you deal with this issue. He needs to withdraw
his lies.
MR MAELE: I am not going to withdraw.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: There is no plagiarism
here, nothing.
MR MAELE: You plagiarised, you and the Leader of
the Opposition. I am not going to withdraw anything.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: No, the Honourable
Minister is lying.
MR MAELE: I want to continue and demonstrate that
the speech by the Leader of the Opposition is so empty.
It is just a speech that clearly indicates that if they were
to take over governance the country would be in trouble
Madam Speaker. It will be a serious problem.
So that is what I wanted to point out that this speech is
shallow. It does not have anything that one can learn.
This speech does not offer anything for Batswana. It is
just plagiarism which we do not know how we are going
to deal with.
So, moving on Madam Speaker, let me point out that in
Honourable Matambo’s Budget Speech as I was saying
yesterday, you do not just consider the current situation.
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You have to also consider where you are coming
from, where you are and where you are also going.
I have mentioned that if you can look at Honourable
Matambo’s speech…
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MR MOSWAANE: Point of order. Please protect us by
adjourning this House for a moment. We are not safe.
The Opposition is full of criminal tendencies, today we
might die…
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: … (Laughter!)…
MR MOSWAANE: We are begging you Madam
Speaker; you saw them crossing the isle…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Listen to this lunacy!
MR MOSWAANE: That is not good, they are banging
the tables and that is not the procedure of this House.
You can see that this country can go to war at any time.
That is terrible crime. Thank you Madam.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order!
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order, Madam
Speaker!
MADAM SPEAKER: Order! Please wait so that I
respond to him.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: We are in a circus here.
MADAM SPEAKER No, Honourable Moswaane,
there is no war that I am seeing here. I can see people
switching on the poor microphones; they are in trouble
because they are being switched on at the same time,
which results in them failing to even work. When you
say crime referring to Members, that is unparliamentary.
I do not think we have criminals in this House.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: This Parliament is full
of crime; you saw that this man was crossing that side…
MADAM SPEAKER: Now let us not talk like that,
that is not proper.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order!
MADAM SPEAKER: Did you hear what I said
Honourable Moswaane, please withdraw the word
‘criminal’ because you will not be addressing others
properly, and accusing them of being criminals.
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MR MOSWAANE: Madam Speaker, plagiarism is also
theft and it is a criminal act.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order!
MADAM SPEAKER: Order! No, Honourable
Moswaane, you were saying we should go on recess a
bit. Now please, withdraw that word.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Murmurs)…
MR MOSWAANE: Madam Speaker, the House has
been noisy for 30 minutes and we were even threatened
to be beaten. That is an intention to commit crime,
you saw an Honourable Member from the Opposition
crossing the isle wanting to fight Honourable Maele.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order!
MR MOSWAANE: That is a criminal act Madam
Speaker. We are not expecting such behaviour in this
House. I almost ran away when Maele was manhandled.
I almost fled Madam Speaker. That is criminal. When
you are there talking, people cannot be banging tables
like this. That is a criminal act happening in Parliament.
MADAM SPEAKER: Order! When people make
a mistake, you are not supposed to be like them. If
Honourable Arone did that, he was very, very wrong.
I wanted to chase him out. By so doing he was totally
out of line…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order!
MADAM SPEAKER: Therefore you are not supposed
to imitate him. Withdraw the word ‘criminal’ so that we
can proceed.
MR MOSWAANE: I forgive them Madam Speaker, I
withdraw.
DR P. BUTALE: Point of order. Thank you very much
Madam Speaker. I do not know how you expect us to be
exposed to such abuse and to such lunacy. We are sitting
here and an Honourable Member is just attacking us and
he says he is forgiving us after attacking us not having
said anything.
Honourable Member here lies to this House, he is
imputing improper motives on the Leader of the
Opposition and this House just proceeds, it is just
hunky-dory, people are celebrating and we are supposed
to sit here and watch.
This is wrong, this is out of order. I am still saying
Honourable Maele should produce the paragraph that he
says was plagiarised to you. Let us examine in this House,
not these limited narrow understanding of plagiarism
because if we were to go with his understanding, then

he owns ideas and nobody can never express an idea.
This is because if I express an idea first, nobody else
can never talk about it because if they talk about it after
me they are plagiarising. I have never heard and come
across such mediocrity.
MADAM SPEAKER: Order! It was a point of order; I
had already made a ruling on it. I talked about it earlier
as well, and I even read from the dictionary. So I have
already addressed the one on plagiarism.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order, Madam
Speaker.
MADAM SPEAKER: I have made a ruling with regard
to what Honourable Moswaane had said and he has
withdrawn. That is not how things are done Honourable.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order!
MADAM SPEAKER: Honourable Mangole, you had
stood on a point of order earlier.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Yes, I also want to rise.
MR MANGOLE: Point of order. Madam Speaker,
we will now appear as if we are people who have no
procedure, but Madam Speaker, as our mother, we
expect you to afford us the same protection as the people
on the other side of the aisle, but you are not doing so.
We have been asking to stand on points of order and
you have been denying us the opportunity Madam
Speaker, and we have a reason to believe at one point an
instruction to shut down our microphones was issued.
Now Honourable Moswaane stands on a point of order
and insults us Madam Speaker.
You allow him to continue insulting us, telling us that
your ruling is not a ruling because they are criminals
Madam Speaker. Finally he says ‘I forgive them, I
withdraw’ and you allow him to get away with it. This is
not fair Madam Speaker.
Secondly Madam Speaker, you made a landmark ruling;
Honourable Maele is accusing our leader and you stood
up to say, “Yes what the Leader of Opposition did was
plagiarism.” That goes to the core of the credibility of
our Leader of Opposition. We did not think you were
going to take it lightly like that Madam Speaker and say,
‘Yes, I agree with you let us proceed.’ Madam Speaker,
with your ruling, let it be proved with the paragraphs
the Member quoted that indeed your ruling is correct
because it has massive implications. We are requesting
that you should not take it as simple as that. When
you pass that ruling, if you are confident with what
the Member was quoting, that it satisfies everything
regarding that word; please do so Madam Speaker. Take
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this House to its rightful status, otherwise we are forced
to make noise and disturb because you are not affording
us the protection which you should give the minority as
the Standing Order orders you Madam Speaker.
MADAM SPEAKER: Order! I told you that
Honourable Moswaane withdrew, and I have moved
on. There was an argument concerning what the word
‘plagiarism’ means, and a dictionary was read and I
made a comparison. I had asked him to bring so that
I see because I was thinking like some of you were
thinking that it was word for word, but when I read here
I discovered that one can take other people’s ideas and
write them using his or her own words, meaning the
same thing. That is what I was saying…
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Murmurs)…
ASSISTANT MINISTER OF TRADE AND
INDUSTRY (MR KEBONANG): Point of order.
Thank you Madam Speaker. Madam Speaker, there is
a matter that concerns me Madam Speaker and I do not
know whether is developing into a culture. But it has
to do with Honourable Butale in the matter in which he
addresses this House. I have doubts that he is the most
educated Member. I think most of us here have gone to
school, but to refer to us as lunacy is the highest order of
disrespect for all of us here. Madam Speaker, the point
I make is that what is good is for the gander is good for
the goose. If they have such a problem with plagiarism,
some of us have a problem with the word lunacy and
I have taken the trouble of taking a dictionary. He
says to us this side of the House that essentially we
are full of madness, insanity, dementia, craziness and
derangement. This is the import of this word, this is
what he means to all of us Madam Speaker and I do not
think that as Honourable Members of this House, we
should be using these words in respect to one another.
That is the point. Thank you.
MADAM SPEAKER: Yes I do agree with you, those are
disrespectful words to use. For you to start name calling
each other is a sign that you do not respect yourselves.
So Honourable Dr Butale, that was dishonourable to
call them lunacy, do something about it. Honourable
Moswaane has apologised.
DR P. BUTALE: I seek not to prove to anyone whether
I am educated when I am not, as the Honourable
Members seem to want to suggest. That is not the point
I am here to do. But I withdraw the word lunacy as it
was said in reaction to an act befitting none other than
that description.
MINISTER OF LANDS AND HOUSING (MR
MAELE): Thank you Madam Speaker.
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MR NKAIGWA: Point of order. Thank you Madam
Speaker. I think this matter has not been settled.
Honourable Maele has to withdraw the word in which
he insinuated that our President has plagiarised. I share
the same sentiments with the Honourable Member that
it is very disrespectful to label our President as such. The
same manner you have instructed Honourable Butale to
withdraw, should be the case with Honourable Maele
before he can continue with his debate.
MADAM SPEAKER: We have concluded on that one.
Honourable Maele continue.
MR MAELE: Thank you Madam Speaker as I proceed.
MR KHAN: Point of order Madam Speaker. Thank you
Madam Speaker. There are two parts to the allegations or
the charges made by the Honourable Member. We seem
to be forgetting the first one which was bothering me in
particular which was that, he said that the Honourable
Leader of the Opposition had lied to the Honourable
House when in fact he quoted from a report that was
read, produced or prepared long after Honourable
Leader of the Opposition had spoken in this House.
So therefore how could the Honourable Leader of the
Opposition have known about that report when it was
not even read and lied about the report he had given
regarding the education results in the country. So I think
he should withdraw that one because the Leader of the
Opposition, spoke on the 4th he is talking about a report
that came out on the 14th or 15th of February. So there is
a vast difference in when the report came out and when
the Leader of the Opposition spoke. Can he correct that
one first at least?
MADAM SPEAKER: Honourable Minister, can you
clarify that one because if indeed what Honourable
Khan is saying is true, then I am going to ask you to
withdraw.
MR MAELE: Madam Speaker, Honourable Khan is
not listening. Madam Speaker, I have explained that the
report that I was using actually comes from this report,
which came out in November, this is the summary. I was
reading the summary but it is actually derived from this.
The results came out last year, if you do not know, it
comes from this one. You must read and research, and
refrain from coming to Parliament with to nothing to
say.
DR P. BUTALE: On a point of order. Thank you very
much Madam Speaker. I still feel we are proceeding
very erroneously. You made a ruling to the effect that
there was an idea espoused in a report and that idea was
then stolen apparently by the Leader of the Opposition
and you are saying that you agree. If the idea was
articulated in the report, anybody else who comes with
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that idea is plagiarising. I do not know whether we are
going to be able to proceed on that front because if, for
example, Thomas Dyer writes something about policy
and says ‘policy is everything that a government intends
to do or not to do,’ that is an idea. Are we saying that
if ever anybody comes here and speaks about a policy
being made and government saying we are going to do
this or not that, then that person is plagiarising Thomas
Dyer? I think we are proceeding on a very wrong
footing that will even inhibit discussions and debates
in the House. Plagiarism as was quoted has to do with
copying somebody’s work and not acknowledging that
you have taken somebody’s work, not the idea. I do not
know whether the Minister wants to tell us the BDP or
the Minister is the owner of this particular idea, nobody
else can ever have a view on this particular idea? I think
this is not right.
MADAM SPEAKER: Honourable Learned Counsel,
can you explain plagiarism?
ACTING
LEARNED
PARLIAMENTARY
COUNSEL (MR CHIKANDA): Thank you Madam
Speaker. I am not going to go back to the definition as
laid down in the dictionary. But I want to advice that you
may wish to maybe refer the ruling of the Speaker to the
Business Advisory Committee, where they will assess
the evidence as per what was quoted by the Minister
and relate it to what the dictionary provides so that for
now we can move forward and refer this to the Business
Advisory Committee. This is done under Standing
Order 1.2 (b) where the Business Advisory Committee
can review, select and compile Speaker’s rulings from
previous Meetings for approval as future precedents by
the House so that we may move forward with this.
I understand the Business Advisory Council is supposed
to be looking at the Speaker’s rulings and reviewing
them accordingly.
MR MANGOLE: Point of order. Madam Speaker, I
think the Learned Counsel, at least I must acknowledge
that he is pushing us somewhere, he is saying something
considerable. I do agree with it that this issue should
be escalated to the Business Advisory Committee. But
in the meantime, we strongly Madam Speaker feel the
Honourable Member has disrespected our President and
as such should be suspended in the meantime. It should
be expunged from today’s proceedings but we do agree
to the proposed advice because at least it will give us an
opportunity to look into this matter in depth so that our
complaints may be addressed.
MADAM SPEAKER: No, he had already past this
issue, let him continue speaking. The issue will be
referred to Business Advisory Committee and then it

will come back here and if there is need to expunge,
they will be expunged.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: After being publicised?
MADAM SPEAKER: Publicised where?
MINISTER OF LANDS AND HOUSING (MR
MAELE): I am indebted to you Madam Speaker.
If I am found to be on the wrong when we are at the
Business Committee Madam Speaker, I will come here
and withdraw or request that it should be expunged. I
do not have a problem, but for now I feel strongly that
it was plagiarism. Then again I had already moved on.
Now…
DR MMATLI: Point of order. Madam Speaker, it is true
that we must proceed. However, I am concerned that it
seems like you have not applied your mind fully before
you made the ruling, that our Leader has plagiarised,
because the Land Policy talks about, well wherever
he was reading from, that “government is desirous of
encouraging people to partake in PPP” and our Leader
says, “as a government we will use P700 million to
service land.” Of course he is making reference to land
servicing, but the fact that the Land Policy talks about
land servicing does not preclude anyone from talking
about land servicing. That is the only part that is shared
between the two statements; land servicing. We cannot
say because somebody is talking about land servicing
and how they are going to do it, you are saying, no,
they have copied the idea of land servicing. It is not
plagiarism because I am saying apart from this, there
is no similarity between the two statements. There is
nothing.
MADAM SPEAKER: Honourable Member you are
now debating. We have since agreed that this matter will
be attended to at the Business Advisory Committee and
the report will be made here. It will have afforded us
time to go and read what was said like I told him earlier
that I want to see them.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: … (Inaudible)…
MADAM SPEAKER: No, we cannot. The Standing
Order confirms that sometimes we need to refer such
matters to Business Advisory Committee, it will be
brought back here.
MR KEORAPETSE: Point of order. Madam Speaker,
there is something that we are leaving out on this matter
because when Honourable Maele rose while Honourable
Butale was on the floor, he said something to the effect
that ‘you and your Leader have plagiarised’. We have
heard Honourable Boko’s rebuttal of that statement of
which we agree is not plagiarism as such, he insists. I
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want now to know where Honourable Butale plagiarised.
We can check the Hansard because I heard him, he said,
“you and your leader you plagiarised.” So in respect of
Honourable Butale let him explain where he plagiarised
or is he attributing that paragraph to all of them?
MADAM SPEAKER: Honourable Maele, it seems you
implicated that Honourable Dr Butale with his Leader
have plagiarised, well, I assume by Leader you meant
Honourable Boko. That is my assumption.
MR MAELE: Madam Speaker, Honourable
Keorapetse is lying, I never talked about Honourable
Butale. I said the Leader of the Opposition Honourable
Boko, including those who wrote because Honourable
Gaolathe said it was others, I said they have plagiarised.
If Honourable Dr Butale was part of those who were
writing, yes, then it follows, but I never said he has
plagiarised. That man is lying.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: On a point of order.
MADAM SPEAKER: This matter is settled Mother of
the House because we have agreed that we are taking it
to Business Advisory Committee, where we will read
the papers that Honourable Maele is talking about and
make a determination.
MR KEORAPETSE: Further point of order Madam
Speaker.
MADAM SPEAKER: No.
LEADER OF OPPOSITION (MR BOKO): On
a point of order. Madam Speaker, an allegation of
plagiarism is a very serious imputation of dishonesty,
academic, intellectual dishonesty. It suggests that the
source from which words were allegedly plagiarised
holds original intellectual property over those words or
concepts in the manner in which they are specifically
organised or arranged. The first is that, the Botswana
Democratic Party or the Minister or whoever else
has absolutely no original intellectual property over
anything to do with the servicing of land as a concept,
as an idea. They have absolutely no original intellectual
property even if they may have written it somewhere, it
is not their original idea. There are many authors who
have written on land. One of the most notable economist
is Hernando De Soto and if there is anybody we can
refer to it would be Hernando De Soto, not Minister
Maele. He is absolutely no intellectual power to whom
we can refer and from which we can draw any ideas. So
he must not come here and fake the funk and claim that
there was any plagiarism from him or his government. I
find it extremely disrespectful, extremely distasteful and
totally unacceptable and I would ask him to withdraw if
he does not want us to descend into chaos.
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MADAM SPEAKER: Honourable Boko, we are at
a point where we have decided to refer the matter to
the Business Advisory, we will try and summon you
quickly so that we can look into this matter closely. In
addition, if the Business Advisory Committee rules that
those words need to be withdrawn, we will do that and
fortunately you are a member of the Business Advisory
Committee.
MR MAELE: I am about to finish Madam Speaker…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Before you finish you
are going to withdraw the words you spoke…
MR MANGOLE: Point of order. Thank you Madam
Speaker. Madam Speaker we are grateful for the progress
made that this matter will be assessed to find the truth.
Our bone of contention is that, the words uttered against
our Leader have got serious imputation on him. In the
meantime, let the Honourable Member withdraw those
words while awaiting the decision by Business Advisory
Council. After you have taken the decision then you
will come and institute these words. That is our problem
Madam Speaker. The Hansard has words which have a
meaning which goes into the credibility of our leader
and we cannot take that lightly.
MADAM SPEAKER: You are repeating Honourable
Member. You said that earlier on. I have responded to
you and I do not want to repeat what I said earlier on
because … (Interruption)… could be expunged after we
have met. So I do not know why you repeat or it is for
his ears, I do not know.
MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND
INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION
(MS
VENSON- MOITOI): On a point of order. Madam
Speaker, I think we might be forgetting the procedure
of this House. It looks like Honourable Maele has said
some words which some members feel that annoyed
Honourable Boko. But you have made a ruling; through
our legal advisor that these words should be looked into
and determine if indeed what Honourable Maele said
about Honourable Boko is hurtful. That is the best you
could do, looking at the Hansard, in the presence of
Honourable Boko.
Honourable Maele stated that if the Hansard has
captured that he has said spiteful words to Honourable
Boko, he will come to this very House to withdraw the
statement. He said that. I take it that we should stop at
that; that is the procedure. We should give you time…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: No, it cannot be like
that
MS VENSON-MOITOI: No, there is nothing like that.
Except that we would want to go against our procedure.
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If we could sit and draft the Standing Orders and then
we do not follow them. Let us conform to what we have
vowed to do, we should maintain our status of being
accorded the Honourable status and not want to be
dishonourable at a time we do not want. He said he will
withdraw his words, and he has been ordered to continue
and not address this issue because it will be looked into.
Madam Speaker, this is a straight forward issue. Let us
move on and leave this issue since it annoys some of the
members. Thank you.
MR DAVIDS: On a point of order. Thank you Madam
Speaker.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: … (Murmurs)…
MR DAVIDS: May I have your attention. Madam
Speaker, I am concerned because even if we are verbally
attacked, we are not protected in this House. This will
lead us into temptation. That is my concern. Right now
one of our Members has been thrown out of Parliament
and it is not the first incident Madam Speaker. When a
mistake happens from the opposition, security is called
in to throw us out. I take it that they have a right as
well. Madam Speaker, I think you should exercise a bit
of restraint, and please consider where an issue started.
We are prepared to behave and be Honourable but
equally if we are going to be annoyed by the Botswana
Democratic Party members, we will not accept that. I
just wanted to put that across Madam Speaker. Do not
focus only on one side. Thank you Madam
MADAM SPEAKER: I am leading through King
Solomon’s wisdom; that is how I am doing it. I do
not see why Honourable Arone had to cross the floor
and harass Honourable Members like he did and I am
supposed to leave it like that and applaud it. It was not
right, he crossed the floor, and the Standing Orders are
clear on that issue
In most cases when Honourable Members on my right
are not taking you well, I always stand to defend you,
I am supposed to protect the minority. It therefore does
not mean that I should do so in the current situation. We
have told you that we will take this matter up and I take
it that we have passed that stage. Let us proceed and
listen. I told him not to talk about Honourable Boko in
his speech.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
MADAM SPEAKER: Honourable Kgoroba.
MR KHAN: It is me
MADAM SPEAKER: Honourable Khan! Why is it
that he sounded like him!

MR KHAN: … (Laughter!)… You love Honourable
Kgoroba over me Madam Speaker!
MADAM SPEAKER: No!
MR KHAN: Madam Speaker, I have concerns as much
as I respect the Mother of the House and the words that
she put forward to us and your ruling in that this issue
will be resolved at the Business Council which I have no
problem with, I however have an issue which makes me
wonder how much damage this is going to cost us and
how you are going to repair that damage? Because you
see the Leader of the House is a face our party…
HONOURABLE
Opposition.

MEMBER:

Leader

of

the

MR KHAN: Leader of the Opposition rather. He is
the face of our party of the Umbrella for Democratic
Change (UDC). What is going to happen is that, this is
going to come out in the Hansard overnight. It comes
out and what is going to happen is that people are going
to use that to look at the Leader of the Opposition and
UDC, this is a serious allegation. It is going to cause a
lot of damage. Madam Speaker, I am being responded to
by the irrelevant people
Madam Speaker, what I was saying is that the damage
and the publicity is going to cost us because this is a
serious allegation and very sensitive. You do not shape
plagiarism and lies to the Leader of the Opposition.
You use words that could mean the same thing but
in a different manner. You do not come here and say
plagiarism when it is not plagiarism.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: … (Inaudible)…
MR KHAN: It is not plagiarism man. … (Interruption)…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
MR KHAN: Madam Speaker, Honourable Maele is out
of order. This is going to damage us and cost us. Who is
going to repair that damage?
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
MADAM SPEAKER: No, stay away from that
Honourable Khan…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: I long called for point
of order.
MADAM SPEAKER: No! Let me have your attention!
Honourable Khan has raised a very important point. As
we all know that we have the daily Hansard, we are
going to stop it so that we meet as early as possible
HONOURABLE MEMBER: … (Inaudible)…
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MADAM SPEAKER: No! We will not have a daily
Hansard tonight
HONOURABLE MEMBER: No!
MADAM SPEAKER: No! Otherwise I would call for
adjournment and constitute Business committee today.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Whatever!
MADAM SPEAKER: No! We cannot do that. Other
Members are not here. No! No! I am saying otherwise
because other Members are not here. I cannot do that
right now and that is why I am going to instruct that the
Hansard be withheld until next week after we have met,
what he has said is the truth that it will be distributed to
various stakeholders, so we shall halt it.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: …(Inaudible)…
MADAM SPEAKER: Yes madam it is fair.
ASSISTANT MINISTER OF EDUCATION AND
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT (MR MOLAO): On a
point of order. Madam Speaker, we would very much
want to agree with your ruling and us on this other
side we have always whether we like it or we do not
respected your rulings, and we have not at any given
point caused any disruption in the House on a matter
that we may not like. The ruling that you are making
Madam Speaker is that we understand it to mean that
you are setting a precedence that even tomorrow and the
day after, if somebody does not like a certain statement
or words, then the Hansard is halted, not printed to the
gratification of that individual. I do not think that is
the right way we want to proceed; you are setting an
unfortunate precedence. We have agreed here with your
ruling that the matter would be referred to the Business
Advisory Committee and the Honourable Member has
agreed and made a statement in this House that if indeed
there is a determination at that committee, that what
he said is incorrect, he will come here and withdraw,
and that statement will be expunged from the Hansard.
I have never encountered at any point where we have
halted the production and or printing of the Hansard
awaiting such determination. This would be a wrong
precedence and I do not believe that we should…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Inaudible.
MR MOLAO: Yes, if at all we can adjourn the House
and go ventilate this issue. We cannot be held at ransom
because people are unhappy about something.
MADAM SPEAKER: Honourable Molao I have made
a ruling. We talked about it at length and some members
are complaining about plagiarism and I have made a
ruling on it as well. So we are still going to meet and if
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those words are going to be expunged from the Hansard,
then it would have been wrong to have published them
in the first place. This is why I make such a ruling. We
have to be fair, whether you agree with me or not, I
think this is fair and it will just be to halt until next week
when we would know the verdict of such utterances.
You know there are times when you request that we
adjourn and we would do so. But right now the reason
why we cannot adjourn is because some members of the
Business Advisory Committee are not here. Otherwise,
we could be adjourning to go and discuss this matter.
MINISTER OF LANDS AND HOUSING (MR
MAELE): Thank you so much, I am proceeding Madam
Speaker. I have made that commitment. In conclusion, I
wanted to rebuke what the Leader of the Opposition said
in this Parliament. That is not what an aspiring leader
like they always say, can say; not at all Madam Speaker.
It is unfortunate for Batswana who are following the
Opposition. That is what I wanted to highlight Madam
Speaker.
I have indicated that when someone read Honourable
Matambo`s speech, they should be cognisant of the past
speeches because since 2009 when I was in Parliament
until now, the budget speeches are talking to each other.
In 2009, Honourable Matambo`s speech indicated that
there are going to be deficits, similarly in 2010/2011
and in 2012 there was a bounce budget. That is what
happened. Thereafter in 2013/2014, he indicated that
there is going to be a surplus and that came to pass.
Today Honourable Matambo is saying, we are in difficult
times and therefore we must manage our economy with
absolute care. He even indicated that he is bringing the
Economic Stimulus Programme (ESP). Therefore, let us
have trust in this Budget Speech. For me it is one of the
difficult ones that Honourable Matambo has ever come
up with in this House. He had several challenges than
never before. This was the most difficult speech to make
since 2009 or thereabout. That is why I congratulate
Honourable Matambo for what he has done in this
Budget Speech.
The sad thing is that when you listen to our colleagues
in the opposition it comes out that they have not read,
not researched. Even if they have read, they did not
understand. Therefore, that is why they are saying
this. They do not know how priorities should be made
because you look at the situation you are in.
MR KHAN: Point of order. Madam Speaker, you
know when in this Honourable House we got to protect
the decorum, it would mean that we have to make
statements that are truthful. I do not believe for once
what the Honourable Minister is saying regarding lack
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of reading by the opposition in regards to the budget
session and the budget speech, I think it is more like
he should look at it from a political perspective that, it
is not only about reading, it is also about seeing where
there is action on the ground, where things are being
done. When we get reports as leaders with consultative
forums like the Kgotla meetings, we get information
from the people who say there is no land servicing
like at Garanta, Botshabelo and at Molepolole, they do
not have serviced plots. So, when we come and give
feedback; I am just giving example of that particular
expert. Then we come here and speak what we have
heard from the people. That is democracy. Thank you.
MADAM SPEAKER: That is not a point of order, it is
a correction.
MR MAELE: Thank you Madam Speaker. I cannot say
anything on that Madam Speaker, you have said it all.
And to be honest, I have not heard anything Honourable
Khan said.
The Opposition has said through their leader`s statement
that the Integrated Support Programme for Arable
Agriculture Development (ISPAAD) is wasteful. He
explains in his speech Honourable Khan, you would
find it there, he is saying ISPAAD is wasteful. Telling
Batswana that the ISPAAD is wasteful, it is just a way
of starving the people and yet he claims that he can
lead in 2019. He is only saying the ISPAAD is wasteful
but he is not coming with any alternatives of how he is
going to improve it. He made that statement Honourable
Khan, go and read it. I am now afraid to talk because
you will call for a point of order. Read and find out if
the Leader of the Opposition is providing any solution
to the ISPAAD. He is just talking and crushing other
people, but there is no solution to the problems he is
talking about. That is why I always wonder where our
opposition will take us in 2019 as they say they will be
in power.
Leader of Opposition is talking about Ipelegeng in his
statement and he is saying he is going to replace it. And
Honourable Khan if you try to read what he is going to
replace Ipelegeng with, there is nothing. So that is why
I am saying the opposition has nothing to say including
Leader of the Opposition. I only see self-seeking people
who do not know what they can say. Madam Speaker, I
therefore support the Budget Speech as presented to us
by Honourable Matambo.

I am seeing it in the Mother of the House’s head and I
would like to have it back.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Laughter)…
MR DAVIDS: I would like to take this moment as
the Member of Parliament for Kgatleng South to
comment on the Minister’s speech. There is nothing
that I appreciate in this speech because it does not differ
from the previous ones. The budget has always been
like that more especially in the districts. We are seeing
developments in other areas and that is one thing I want
to talk about. But before I could go there I want to raise
my concern on how this House is run. I have stated and
asked but it seems like I am not being listened to. My
apologies if I am not using the right words.
Let me start by expressing my discomfort about how
Botswana television (BTV) and Radio Botswana
operates.
MADAM SPEAKER: While you are still talking about
Btv and Radio Botswana, there is no quorum, let us call
others who are outside.
EXCHANGE OF SPEAKERS
MR SPEAKER (MR MOLATLHEGI): I am glad that
you came back to the House and we are now continuing.
I am however worried that we have wasted time while
you were outside. At 16: 40 I have to call Honourable
Minister of Finance and Development Planning to come
and respond. It means Honourable Davids is on the
floor and he is continuing, I will stop him when the time
comes.
MR DAVIDS: Thank you Madam Speaker. I was still
saying the use of State Media; Radio Botswana, BTV
and the Daily News is not proper. The first time when I
started debating in this House I showed my displeasure
in the way the Botswana Democratic Party uses BTV
for their own benefit. I think that is unfair on the
Opposition and this Nation. For example; on Sunday we
were welcoming Ms Nasha, we had a very huge meeting
ever. We are told that from there that tape was taken to
the State House. It was viewed there and even to now it
is still there.
LEADER OF THE HOUSE (MR MASISI): Point of
order.
MR DAVIDS: I do not have time.

Thank you very much.

HONOURABLE MEMBER: Lies!

MR DAVIDS (MOCHUDI EAST): Let me thank you
Madam Speaker. I hope we have calmed down after
what happened here. Madam Speaker I lost my hair and

LEADER OF THE HOUSE (MR MASISI): Point
of order. Thank you Honourable Member. Thank you
Mr Speaker. This House is at the risk of being seriously
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out of order, for not only would it be implying improper
motives on the State President who resides at the State
House but it would need to be verified, for it is a very
serious allegation that this government would never
tolerate as it is patently untrue.
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Davids, Order! Wait right
there. You were saying the tape was taken to the State
House and it is still there. Do you want to amend those
words Honourable Member or withdraw, or you have
evidence?
MR DAVIDS: Let me expunge State House then. But
the truth of the matter is that, the tape never arrived at a
destination where it was supposed to go, which is BTV.
It is still somewhere and it is being viewed to see how
many people had attended. I want to know if Botswana
Democratic Party…
MR MOSWAANE: On a point of order. I thought the
BTV officers were working on that day and Honourable
Davids is saying they did not take the tape to BTV.
Do you have proof? By saying this you are imputing
improper motives on the officers. It is just a lame
accusation Honourable Speaker, and it needs to be
corrected too.
MR SPEAKER: No, just give Honourable Davids the
chance to speak. What he is saying is that the tape never
reached its destination, just leave him because we are
running out of time.
MR DAVIDS: If it had reached BTV, it could have been
televised; instead what aired on BTV was the Botswana
Democratic Party meeting in Mosu.
Honourable Members I want to point out that even if
you can try, people will know what is happening in this
country. Already people are following Umbrella for
Democratic Change (UDC).
MR MOSWAANE: On a point of order. Mr Speaker, I
want you to pay attention to the statement that says the
tape never reached the news room. Who has that proof?
Honourable Davids stated that it was taken by the State
House; he corrected and later said the tape never arrived
where it was supposed to go. By saying all this he is
imputing improper motives on the officer even if he did
not mention any name. Thank you.
MR SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Moswaane stop
interrupting Honourable Davids. Allow Honourable
Davids to debate uninterrupted.
MR DAVIDS: I think Honourable Kgathi comprehends
my point. The fact of the matter is, it has not yet been
broadcast at the Botswana Television (Btv). I do not
know how best to explain this; I have been trying to
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express clearly that Btv has not yet broadcast it; the
public has not yet viewed the Sunday tape. Honourable
Moswaane was not even there he was hiding during that
time.
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Moswaane.
MR DAVIDS: Honourable Moswaane, I found him
hiding in the Parliamentary Village.
Mr Speaker, the budget has been discussed. At this time
I will like to state that Kgatleng East constituency has
some urgent requests. We heard that a police station
has been included as part of this budget and we did
not want it in this area at this point; we wanted it in
Mmathubudukwane. We rather needed a road from
Modipane to Nokeng. That was our priority. We are not
saying we do not want the police station…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: No problem.
MR DAVIDS: You can do away with the police station
because we need a road; that is our priority. We need to
be consulted when the budget is made and I am available
as a representative for Mochudi East to be asked about
the priorities of my constituency’s needs. We also
urgently need a primary Hospital which has long been
allocated a plot. My other concern Mr Speaker, which
I have expressed before is that these funds are for the
nation not for the Botswana Democratic Party to use as
they please. They should be used to benefit the nation,
not for their own personal use.
MR SPEAKER: Order! Order Honourable Davids.
Thank you very much Honourable Davids for your
understanding. I shall now call upon the Minister
of Finance and Development Planning to respond
to the debates. Honourable Minister of Finance and
Development Planning, you have 1 hour 20 minutes.
MINISTER OF FINANCE AND DEVELOPMENT
PLANNING (MR MATAMBO): Thank you very
much Mr Speaker. I want to assure you that I do not think
I need 1 hour 20 minutes. I am going to be brief. Let
start by expressing my appreciation to all Honourable
Members who have already spoken positively about the
budget proposal that I have presented here through my
Budget Speech two and half weeks ago.
I also want to express my appreciation about the kind,
good words that you have said about my Ministry, my
staff and myself. To us, these are words of encouragement
and we would like to assure you those who shared with
us those sentiments that we will continue to do our best
even under difficult circumstances.
I was listening very carefully when you were speaking
Honourable Members and I have no doubt in my mind
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that the majority of those who spoke were speaking in
support of the budget, certainly all those who spoke on
this side of the aisle were doing that. There are of course
some on the other side of the aisle who said all sorts of
things and I will be addressing them shortly.

because of the kind of performance that sometimes we
undertake here that might not happen. Where are they?
Only three came back. The rest even those who were
hoping to lead, are not here today. So, I am afraid that
we have to be careful what we are doing.

As I say Mr Speaker, I can afford to be brief principally
because my colleagues on this side of the aisle have
made my job simple. They performed excellently I
would like to say, in dealing with the issues which were
being raised by other Members from the other side of the
aisle. In any event, some of the issues that were being
raised by some, not all of the colleagues on the other
side, there are those that I would describe as irrelevant
and confusing issues.

I also observed one other thing, this is my own
observation. I am not saying that I have got proof but
it is my observation purely from the contributions that
were made here. My observation is that it looked like our
colleagues this side had resolved that they were going
to oppose everything and anything simply for the sake
of opposing. And my view is that it is very unfortunate
that in the way that you commented here, you gave that
impression. That you would oppose everything and
anything for the sake of opposing because you are an
opposition party. I think this is most unfortunate turn out
of events. I share the view that was expressed last year
by Honourable Gaolathe and it was also expressed this
year by Honourable Khan, the view being that the role of
the Opposition ought to be advisory to the government.
It ought to sensitise government about policies and so
forth. Unfortunately again, it is regrettable to say that
for most of them who spoke, there was no sense of
being advisory at all. Instead what we saw was as said
by one of the Members I think on this side, a display
of bitterness, helplessness and frustration. I want to
say, because I also want to give advice, maybe I should
not but it is okay to just give advice. My advice to you
Honourable Members is that you know you will not
succeed in impressing anybody that you are true leaders
and leaders in waiting for that matter if you can display
in public, bitterness, frustration and helplessness. Please
let us not do that. I want to say true leaders do not do
that. True leaders remain calm even under difficult
circumstances and difficult challenges. Even under
stress, they remain calm. So that is what I would advise.

Here of course I must make some exception; there
definitely have been two or three people on the other side
who made some comments which were constructive,
chief among them, of course Honourable Gaolathe as
usual. I think Honourable Khan was also mentioned
as someone who had constructive criticism rather than
simply saying no. In these circumstances Mr Speaker, I
am obviously not going to have a lot to say as opposed
to what has been said already. Be that as it may, I do
want to underscore one or two points.
First Mr Speaker, I would like to make some observations
about the kind of contributions that we have had this
time from the other side of the aisle and I am making a
contrast here between the experience that we have had
in 2015 and the experience that we have had this time.
In 2015, I think Honourable Members this side were
having first experience of Budget Speech. Therefore,
I was listening to all of them attentively and seriously
taking notes because I was hoping that in the process,
there would be something to learn something useful.
I would like to admit that indeed in 2015, it was not just
two or three of them it was quite a couple, more than
that, that you could say had useful points to raise. Now
as for this year! I think it was a problem Mr Speaker. All
I can say, summing it up, that is my own observation,
is that the performance of our colleagues this side this
year was a complete disaster. And I would like to say
that I now have got serious doubts. You know there is a
lot that is being said that, “come 2019 you are all gone,
we are coming in and so forth”, but I listen here very
patiently and so forth, I regret very much to say I now
have got doubts whether we can say we have a potential
alternative government.
I think that sometimes we need to give you advice, you
remember the experience of some of you who were here
in the last Parliament. They used to say a lot about being
ready to take over and lead and what not. But I think

I also observed that you know when you are not ruling,
when you are not accountable to anybody for anything,
you can say anything and everything. You know, with
you everything is possible. It is because tomorrow or
next week there is nobody who can call you to account
for what you are saying. So be careful ladies and
gentlemen because Batswana will see through some of
these empty statements. Batswana are very intelligent
people and they are not easily deceived. So I would
agree very much with Honourable Ralotsia who was
saying that the difference between this side and that side
is that we cannot afford to be reckless in what we are
promising Batswana. That is why we just tell nothing
else but the truth. And that is what I am here to tell the
truth.
I now turn to some specific issues that were raised
Honourable Speaker. I want to start by talking about the
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budget and the way we plan in this country. I want to
underscore the point made by Honourable Guma that
the BDP Government is a law abiding government,
because we cannot come here with a budget and present
projects which are not in the development plan. That is
the rule here. We must bring projects which are in the
development plan and we must bring those which are
not in the plan here for approval.
Now there was a lot of excitement, reading the
newspapers and so forth when people were anticipating
what is going to happen when I present this budget,
especially when they were thinking of the ESP. There
was a lot of excitement and that was displayed even here
to an extent. The excitement was that, “we will see, they
are going to bring some projects which are not in the plan
and we will take them to task”. So now I see why people
became frustrated because even with the ESP where
some people were saying that they thought we were
going to bring some things from the moon and what not,
no we are bringing projects from the plan, not from the
moon because if we attempted to go to the moon and get
new projects there, then you would succeed in taking us
to task. So now that you are not succeeding in anything,
I am not surprised how you were reacting, really.
And then there was a criticism that the speech did not
cover a lot of things, like Vision 2016 results, that we
are not indicating how we fared in implementing the
current budget and so forth. Therefore this just shows
misunderstanding. Anyways I have already talked
about the Vision 2016 to say that I could not come here
and tell you the results or the achievements of Vision
2016 when the Vision is still being evaluated. But I
also think there is confusion when you start asking
during the general debates of the budget when you are
supposed to be talking policies and you are asking what
happened to that project, why did you not tell us about
how Agriculture is doing, why did you not tell us about
so forth and so forth. These things that you are rightly
asking for at least there you are not wrong; it is just that
you are asking at the wrong time. There is Committee
of Supply which is starting on Tuesday next week and
that is where you should be asking these issues. So
many of you were accusing the government and others
accusing me directly saying ‘you are useless because
you do not tell us what you did, what you did not do’,
and I was just asking myself, ‘what is happening?’
have these Honourable Members forgotten that there
is the Committee of Supply, where they will ask all
these questions. Then there was some criticism and I
was surprised that it came from Honourable Kgoroba
actually, that running a deficit in two years successively
is not good, and this is not good management; fiscal
management and yet they used to be from this side.
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Maybe Honourable Mangole you were one of those, who
were saying this ‘government including this Minister of
Finance and Development Planning he is just interested
in a surplus, balancing the budget and surplus when
the economy is going down, he is doing nothing about
it’. So this time the economy is going down for all the
reasons stated and we are saying we are going to inject
cash into this economy. We do not have enough of the
cash and therefore we run deficits deliberately and then
Honourable Kgoroba says that this is bad management.
No! This is good. We are going to use our savings; we
are going to go deep into our savings. I want to explain
this P6 billion deficit again, yes we will use in part,
our savings, in order to give impetus to the economy.
Then there was a lot of talk that the Budget I have just
presented is the same in terms of absolute numbers, in
terms of amounts is just the same as last year. You are
right; numerically it is roughly the same. P50 billion,
P51 billion, but you forget one thing, which I want to
explain here and that is the Budget for next financial
year could have been much low, if all that you wanted to
do was what you said I should be doing some time ago,
balancing the Budget. If I had wanted just to balance
the Budget it would not be P51 billion, it would be 48
billion. If I had just restricted the Budget to the revenue
that we hope will be available, but we are not doing
that. So it is not a simple arithmetic to say it was 50
billion, and now it is 51 billion and therefore it is the
same thing. What you should look at is what are we are
doing to make it 51 billion this year in the circumstances
where the revenues did allow it to become 51 billion.
That is what we should be looking at.
As usual Honourable Gaolathe you had many
suggestions, many views expressed and as usual I
agree with a number of them, the Budget is only one
instrument of dealing with the economy, there are
other instruments, agreed Honourable Gaolathe. You
say that we should develop technical, vocational and
management skills, which is what the speech is saying.
We agree with you, but we emphasize that it is what
we are doing under the Ministry of Education and
Skills Development and the Ministry of Labour and
Home Affairs. You are saying that leaders must set the
example; I do not think anybody will disagree with that.
Especially when you say leaders must set example in
excelling, in honesty, etcetera. I want to emphasize this
one of honesty Honourable Gaolathe, because what
I sense is that sometimes we are not honest if we can
just disagree with things and say they are not there or
when we can promise the moon when we know we are
not at that. Leaders must be rewarded for work done
excellently, I agree with you on principle, and you said
we should recognize talent, yes we should. I used to
talk about this myself in the various fora of government
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where I participate, and that is let us recognize talent at
the early stage so that we can do everything possible to
develop this talent. I understand that now we have got
an initiative under the Ministry of Education and Skills
Development called top achiever’s program. I like that
program, I know there are some children who do not
benefit from it, but who qualify in terms of any top
achievers. Maybe there are some constraints somewhere,
but at least there is a semblance of responding positively
to that idea of recognising talent when it is still young.
I can further actually in that regard say, I know there is
a lot of criticism, lots of complaints including from this
side that we send these young people who had displayed
a lot of talent to the universities you were talking about
Honourable Gaolathe; the Ivy League Universities in
the United States. It is said that when they pass their
first degrees they do not come back and we want them
to come back immediately, even when they have got
scholarship to do senior degrees. My own view is that
we should let them go on until they achieve a doctorate.
For that matter when we still have a problem with
unemployment here, I would not mind if these children
actually stayed on and worked there in Los Angeles,
Washington, New York and so forth. So that by the time
they come here they will have gained some experience
of the world of work.
Honourable Mangole you also had your views especially
since you are an economist, I must admit and you are
also a banker you worked at Bank of Botswana. So
when you talk about the bank rate you know what you
are talking about. When you talk about the real effective
exchange rate you know what you are talking about, so
you are saying these two do not seem to be working. I
believe to some extent you are right, but I think what
we have to acknowledge is that Bank of Botswana is
doing its best. At least in theory it is expected that when
you drop the cost of borrowing then we would see our
companies going to borrow because the cost is low and
then make investment in this country, grow the economy,
create employment and so forth. Similarly with the
exchange rate if it is favorable, you are expecting that
they would do the same, the companies in this country
with the view to export. The whole thing is that our
exports should not be too expensive. They should be
reasonable, at reasonable costs in the world market.
Unfortunately I am sorry, I have to say this, but there
is a role to be played by our private sector here. I say
this at the meetings of the high level of Council all the
time, but unfortunately our private sector is such that all
that they do is when there is a favorable exchange rate
right now between the Pula and the Rand it is just used
to import. They just import finished goods from South
Africa to sell. That is why some people call them the
private sector of traders. Efficiency and productivity;

I agree with you Honourable Mangole and it is in my
speech. Now you made a statement about the Economic
Stimulus Package which I do not understand really,
and I also heard the President I would not mention a
name because some people may say he is not here, of
Business Botswana. I was very surprised when he was
making similar comments that this is a Government led
programme, other participants are not there and so forth.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: …(Inaudible)…
MR MATAMBO: Not only consultation Sir, in the
investments. What is happening here is that Government
is providing this cash, using the savings of course. It
is providing cash for these projects to be implemented
but the implementation is not done by Government, no.
Not a single project in this Budget of P14.8 billion in
totality, not just ESP but ESP in there, is being done
by Government; they are all done by private sector
companies. So for somebody to say that it is Government
led, you are crowding out the private sector with ESP
and so forth, that surprised me a lot. I do not understand
this; being said by a businessman who is going to tender
for these projects. Anyway I was very surprised.
Honourable Ralotsia, I think I have already mentioned
your principle of truthfulness.
Public officers’ salaries; Honourable Ntlhaile said
something very funny about these public service
salaries. He said that we this side, myself in particular,
hide behind the Bargaining Council instead of making
a decision and coming here to come and debate that
decision about the increase. Now again this shows the
difference, we are a law abiding Government. I can tell
you my personal view; my personal view is that this
bargaining thing, I am sorry, let me put it the other way
round to say that if I had my way, I would have made
an announcement in this speech about the decision of
Government on the increase. What percentage it has
decided to increase the salaries so that the 1st of April
they would see it, but I do not have the luxury of doing
that; I will be taken to court. I cannot because the
Bargaining Council is legal. So I cannot just do what I
want because of my wings, no, I cannot, I am constrained
by law. Therefore Honourable Ntlhaile is saying no, you
just come here and tell us and we can debate.
Broaden revenue base; Honourable Makgalemele, I agree
with you entirely and I want to assure all Honourable
Members that this is going to be an important issue in
NDP 11 because our revenues are going down. I want
to assure you Honourable Speaker that even the idea of
doing something about the carbon tax, we will also look
into that.
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Honourable Khan, you suggested and I agree with
you, that we should involve Members of Parliament.
As a matter of fact somebody has already explained
the parties and the stakeholders that we have consulted
and so forth. In the past there used to be a time when
we also consulted with the MPs, around October or so
but this time it was not possible to call the MPs before
November and so forth, but otherwise I really agree with
the principle including even with NDP 11. As we prepare
it, I am planning that we should have an opportunity to
present the draft to the MPs before we finalise.
Then there were other issues which I think were dealt
with adequately Mr Speaker by others. Actually I do not
think there is any need here to be talking about ESP,
trying to explain it to anybody now especially after
the President of this Republic, Lieutenant General Dr
Seretse Khama Ian Khama, with his explanation of ESP
in Machaneng, where I was present, I think there is no
better explanation. Listing all these projects sector by
sector, it was very impressive I must say. The only thing
I want to add again by way of clarification is that this
is not a once-off thing for 2016/2017. This programme
of projects which will be implemented throughout the
country is going to happen for three years; 2016/17;
2017/18 and I am afraid, 2018/19.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Laughter!)…
MR MATAMBO:
implementing ESP.
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2018/19,

we

will

still

be

have no doubt in my mind that ESP will have an impact;
impact in terms of employment, incomes and economic
growth.
MR MOSWAANE: On a point of elucidation.
Honourable Minister I am following you very well.
I just wanted to make a follow up on what you were
saying by quoting from one of the manifestos of the
Botswana Democratic Party which says, “As we brace
ourselves…”
MR SPEAKER: Wait a moment. That manifesto is for
which year, on what page?
MR MOSWAANE: Mr Speaker it is the 2009 manifesto
and it reads, “As we brace…”
MR SPEAKER: What page?
MR MOSWAANE: Oh boy! I am in trouble! It is page
36 and may I quote Honourable Speaker?
MR SPEAKER: Go ahead.
MR MOSWAANE: It reads, “As we brace ourselves
for the 9th elections of the Republic, we are determined
and ready as ever to deliver our promises. The abundant
supply of able leadership and the partnership we enjoy
with Batswana and other stakeholders constitute the
bedrock for the attainment of economic prosperity,
notwithstanding unprecedented national and global
challenges.” Honourable Minister these things are a
clear indication, they portray the wisdom you have at
the moment.

MINISTER OF DEFENCE, JUSTICE AND
SECURITY (MR KGATHI): On a point of
clarification. Thank you Mr Speaker. I would like the
Honourable Minister of Finance to be specific, because
our colleagues on the other side of the aisle were
negating and dismissing ESP. They have an advantage
of the coverage of newspapers which had written that
this thing is non-existent. Now please tell the nation out
rightly so that they hear it from you about this ESP so
that you nullify what they said that ESP is not there. We
want to hear you very well.

MR MATAMBO: Thank you very much, Honourable
Moswaane for that contribution. I am drawing towards
conclusion Mr Speaker.

MR MATAMBO: Thank you very much Honourable
Kgathi. This is what I am attempting to do here to show
that ESP is alive and it will be here with us for the next
three years. I have no doubt in my own mind about this
ESP, even if we do not talk numbers which you have
been requesting that side saying, ‘why do you not tell us
numbers,’ I have no doubt in my mind that ESP is going
to make an impact. With all the construction that is going
to take place throughout the country, doing the things
that most people (Batswana) say they want; the housing,
dikgotla, clinics, schools, classrooms in primary and
secondary schools, laboratories, roads, everything. I

The issue of deteriorating performance of the education
especially the results from the schools; we cannot deny
it, it is there and I quoted some paragraphs in my own
speech – the Budget Speech. I should not call it my
own speech because that would give this side more
ammunition to attack me personally like they have
done. This is the Government of the day’s speech read
by this gentleman, okay. But I read a paragraph in there
that was indicating what we are doing in connection
with this and I have no doubt that when the Minister of
Education presents her own budget at the Committee of
Supply, she will talk more about it.
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The issue of the Botswana Defence Force (BDF)
budget, I think it has been dealt with very eloquently
by Honourable Kgathi, the Minister responsible for
defence as well as by those who know what they are
talking about because they have been in the Defence
Force like Honourable Mzwinila and Molefe. So who
am I to add? I think they have said it all.
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That having been said Honourable Speaker, because
I do not want to repeat what others said, I now move
that the Appropriation (2016/2017) Bill, 2016 (No. 1 of
2016) be read a second time. I thank you.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Applause!)…
Question put and agreed to.
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Members, in terms of the
Standing Order No. 87.2, the Appropriation Bill upon
being read a second time shall stand committed to the
committee of the whole House. In terms of the Standing
Order No. 87.1, the deliberations of the Committee
of Supply shall not commence until one clear day has
elapsed after the conclusion of proceedings on the
Second Reading of the Bill. Therefore, the Committee
of Supply shall commence on Tuesday 23rd February,
2016. May I remind you Honourable Ministers that in
accordance with Standing Order 51.7 (d), Ministers’
written submissions to the Committee of Supply shall
be served on the Members of Parliament and the Clerk
of the National Assembly at least one clear day before
presentation to the Committee of Supply. Please comply
with that Standing Order. That brings us to the end of
our business of today.
MOTION
ADJOURNMENT
LEADER OF THE HOUSE (MR MASISI): Mr
Speaker, I beg to move that this House do now adjourn.
Question put and agreed to.
The Assembly accordingly adjourned at 5:17 p.m. until
Friday 18th February, 2016 at 9:00 a.m.
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